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ABSTRACT
Fast highly-collimated outflows including bipolar knots, jet-like features, and point-symmetric fila-

ments or string of knots are common in planetary nebulae (PNe). These features, generally named
as jets, are thought to play an active role in the nebular shaping immediately before or at the same
time that fast stellar winds and D-type ionization fronts shock and sweep up the nebular envelope.
The space velocity, radial distance from the central star and kinematic age of jets in PNe cannot be
determined because the inclination angle with the line-of-sight is usually unknown. Here we have used
the large number of jets already detected in PNe to derive orientation-independent properties from
a statistical point of view. We find that jets in PNe can be assigned to two different populations: a
significant fraction (≃70%) have space velocities below 100 km s −1 , whereas only ≃30% have larger
velocities. Many jets move at velocities similar to that of their parent PNe and are found close to the
nebular edge. We propose that these jets have been slowed down in their interaction with the nebular
envelope,contributing to the expansion of their PN. The time span before a jet dissolves is found to
be generally shorter than 2,500 yrs. Since most jets are found in young PNe of similar (1,000–3,000
yrs) age, it can be concluded that jets are mostly coeval with their PNe.

Keywords: planetary nebulae: general — ISM: jets and outflows

1. INTRODUCTION
A fraction of planetary nebulae (PNe) presents mor-

phological and kinematic features indicative of fast and
highly collimated outflows. These are mostly detected
in narrow-band images (e.g., Corradi et al. 1996b) as
low-ionization features with a variety of morphologies,
including jet-like features, bipolar compact knots and
point-symmetric filamentary structures or strings of
knots. Such morphological variety has made researchers
to coin a number of names to designate them, including
BRETs (Bipolar Rotating Episodic jeTs, López et al.
1995), FLIERs (Fast Low-Ionization Emission Regions,
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Balick et al. 1993), or simply jets. We will adopt here-
after the latter term to refer to them, despite their
morphological diversity. Kinematically, they are char-
acterized by anomalous radial velocities with respect
to the velocity field of the PN and narrow, unresolved
velocity structures.

Jets are found in PNe spanning almost all morpho-
logical classes (Guerrero et al. 1999; Gon¸calves et al.
2001) and evolutionary stages (Alcolea et al. 2000;
Cox et al. 2000; Bond & Livio 1990; Goldman et al.
2004). It is nowadays commonly accepted that jets
play a critical role in the shaping of axisymmetric PNe
(Sahai & Trauger 1998), although the first detection
of such a fast collimated outflow in a PN, namely
NGC 2392 (Gieseking et al. 1985), was completely unex-
pected because it was unforeseen that progenitor stars
of PNe could host accretion disks and/or have strong
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magnetic fields to provide the required conditions for
the collimation and acceleration of a jet (Livio 1999).
Different models have been proposed to explain the for-
mation of jets in PNe, including hydrodynamical focus-
ing (Frank, Balick, & Livio 1996), magnetic collimation
(Garc´ıa-Segura 1997), and accretion disks (Morris 1987;
Soker & Livio 1994), but none of them offer a compre-
hensive explanation to all their properties (Balick et al.
1998; Gon¸calves et al. 2001).

Most observational studies of jets report the spa-
tial and kinematic properties in one single object or
a small sample of sources (e.g., Balick et al. 1987;
Miranda & Solf 1992; Lopez et al. 1993; Guerrero et al.
1999; Corradi et al. 2000; Akras & L´opez 2012,among
many others). Only a few studies have dealt with
averaged properties for a sample of PNe, consid-
ering the morphological and kinematic properties
(Gon¸calves et al. 2001; Akras & Gon¸calves 2016) or the
linear momenta of the jets (Tocknell et al. 2014). The
real space velocity of a jet could provide basic insights
on its formation mechanisms and interactions with the
nebular envelope, but it is unknown due to projection
effects because the angle between the velocity vector
and the line of sight cannot be determined. Only in a
few cases there is some additional information that can
be used to constrain the real space velocity. The width
of the line at zero intensity, F W ZI, is a direct mea-
surent of the real space velocity (Hartigan et al. 1987).
Unfortunately, this procedure requires a high signal-
to-noise ratio in order to determine the zero intensity
level accurately. More frequently, the real space velocity
of the collimated outflow is worked out after a spatio-
kinematic model has been built for the main nebula
(e.g., Clark et al. 2010) or for multiple ejecta located at
different orientations (e.g., Miranda et al. 1999), or the
shock-velocity is derived from suitable spectral diagnos-
tics (e.g., Guerrero et al. 2004). This requires adopting
simple assumptions on the geometry and kinematics of
the jets and their relation with different nebular struc-
tures.

In this paper we present an analysis of the spatial and
kinematic properties of a sample of jets in PNe using
a statistical approach. The observed distributions of
radial velocity and distance to the central star (CSPN)
projected on the plane of the sky have been modeled to
derive the intrinsic distributions of space velocity and
distance to the CSPN. This has allowed us to infer sound
conclusions about their velocity and age distributions
and compare them to those of their parent PNe.

We describe the selection of the sample and discuss
possible selection effects and biases in §2. The distri-
butions of the observed radial velocities and projected

distances to the CSPNe of the jets are modeled in §3
to infer their actual space velocity and distance distri-
butions, and to investigate their ages. Jets in PNe are
found to belong to two different populations with differ-
ent kinematic properties. In the framework of these re-
sults, we discuss different formation mechanisms of jets
in PNe and the effects of their interactions with the neb-
ular envelope in §4. The main results and conclusions
are summarized in §5.

2. THE SAMPLE OF JETS
We have compiled in Table 1 a list of 58 PNe with

jets (columns 1 and 2) for which there are avail-
able high-dispersion spectroscopic optical observa-
tions that provide their kinematic information. Al-
though additional jets are suggested in optical and
near-infrared narrow-band images of a larger num-
ber of PNe (e.g., Sahai, Morris, & Villar 2011), we
have disregarded those with no available kinematic
information. Similarly, proto-PNe with jets (e.g.,
CRL 618 or Hen 3-1475,Lee et al. 2013; Cox et al. 2003;
Borkowski & Harrington 2001) have not been included
in this study because some of their nebular properties
such as expansion velocity and linear distance to the
CSPN cannot be derived properly. Finally, there is a
notorious sample of bipolar hourglass-shaped PNe that
are not included in Table 1 neither for they do not com-
ply with the morphological and kinematic definition of
a jet, even if they present highly collimated lobes (e.g.,
M 2-9, Clyne et al. 2015).

The final sample of bonafide jets in these 58 sources
amounts to 85, as some PNe present several independent
sets of such outflows.We investigate next the kinematic
and spatial properties of these PNe and their jets.

2.1. Properties of the PNe with Jets
The basic properties (distance, angular size, and ex-

pansion velocity) of the PNe with jets are compiled in
Table 1. The distances (d) to these sources listed in
column 3 were adopted from Frew et al. (2016) when
available, otherwise adopted from Cahn et al. (1992).
The angular sizes of their semi-major (a) and semi-
minor (b) axes are listed in columns 4 and 5, respec-
tively. These were measured mostly in Hα λ6563 Å
Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) WFPC2/PC images.If
no available, other HST filters or instruments, our own
Hα images (for instance, The IAC Morphological Cat-
alog of Northern Galactic PNe, Manchado et al. 1996),
or publicly available Hα images (for instance, The Uni-
versity of Hong Kong/Australian Astronomical Obser-
vatory/Strasbourg Observatory H-alpha Planetary Neb-
ula database, HASH PN, Parker et al. 2016) were used
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for this purpose as indicated in the footnotes of Table 1.
Sizes were estimated using a contour at a 10% level of
the peak of the nebular emission.Finally, the expansion

velocities of the main nebular shells (v PN ) as given in
the literature are listed in column 6.

Table 1. Properties of PNe and their jets

Planetary Nebulae and Their Properties Jets and Their Properties

Name PN G d a b vPN ID v r θs x References
(kpc) (arcsec) (km s −1 ) (km s −1 ) (arcsec)

IC 4634 a 000.3+12.2 2.8 4.5 2.9 18 A-A’ 19 10.2 2.05 1,2
D-D’ 19 4.5 0.90

IC 4776 b 002.0−13.4 4.4 5.0 2.4 <8 A-B 49.6 4.7 1.34 3,4
C-D 84.1 8.1 2.31

M 1-37 002.6−03.4 14.4 1.4 0.9 11.1 PA=129 ◦ 7.6 2.0 1.16 3
Hb 4 a 003.1+02.9 2.9 4.2 3.0 21.5 N-S 160 14.6 2.11 5
M 3-15 a 006.8+04.1 5.5 2.1 1.6 15 E-W 90 5.6 2.13 6,7
M 2-42 b 008.2−04.8 9.6 11.2 6.4 15 PA=0 ◦ 15 10.0 2.22 7
M 1-32 c 011.9+04.2 3.6 5.6 4.9 15 . . . 180 0.0 0.00 6
HuBi 1 012.2+04.9 3.5 9.3 8.3 22 . . . 165 0.0 0.00 8
M 2-40 024.1+03.8 5.4 2.7 2.3 17.6 PA=88 ◦ 16.0 4.8 1.64 3
Pe 1-17b 024.3−03.3 6.2 7.2 2.2 24 PA=19 ◦ 14.5 6.0 1.20 9

PA=50 ◦ 5.5 4.8 0.95
IC 4593 a 025.3+40.8 1.6 7.8 5.6 15 A-B 2 12.5 1.59 10

C 1 7.4 0.94
IC 4846 027.6−09.6 7.1 1.7 1.4 . . . A1-A2 48 4.6 1.74 11

B1-B2 13 3.1 1.18
NGC 6751 a 029.2−05.9 2.5 11.8 11.5 41.8 Slit f 31 17.7 1.49 12
PC 19 a 032.1+07.0 8.3 0.7 0.7 30.5 PA=28 ◦ 35 2.3 0.95 9
M 1-66 032.7−02.0 6.4 1.6 1.4 20.0 PA=131 ◦ 7.0 3.5 1.94 3
NGC 6741 a 033.8−02.6 3.3 4.1 2.6 23.4 A-B 22.7 8.0 1.78 3

C 7.3 6.3 1.40
NGC 6778 d 034.5−06.7 2.8 10.0 4.5 26 PA=47 ◦ 192 32.0 2.56 13

PA=15 ◦ 113 34.3 2.74
NGC 6572 034.6+11.8 1.5 4.2 2.9 14 PA=15 ◦ 8 6.5 1.04 9,14

PA=162 ◦ 39 9.0 1.43
NGC 7009 a 037.7−34.5 1.3 14.3 5.6 20.8 Slit a 6.5 26.9 1.89 15
NGC 6210 e 043.1+37.7 2.1 6.6 5.2 34.2 A 19.5 8.4 1.11 3

B 30.6 4.7 0.62
C 29.4 17.6 2.36

Hen 2-429 b 048.7+01.9 3.7 3.6 2.8 30.6 PA=90 ◦ 5.9 7.6 2.16 3
Hu 2-1 a 051.4+09.6 4.2 1.5 0.8 15 C1-C2 54 3.6 1.44 16,17

C3-C4 58 3.0 1.20 17
D 2 5.1 2.00 16,17

Abell 63 b 053.9−03.0 2.4 50.0 22.3 17 polar caps 5.5 142.4 5.70 18
NGC 6891 a 054.1−12.1 2.9 6.9 6.8 10 A-A’ 14 6.0 0.76 14,19
Necklace f 054.2−03.4 4.6 7.3 3.3 28 PA=34 ◦ 54 57.3 6.59 20
Hen 1-1 055.3+02.7 5.7 3.8 2.6 33 PA=315 ◦ 43.5 6.1 1.32 9
K 3-35 c 056.0+02.0 10.1 2.0 0.6 10 PA=7 ◦ 20 1.8 0.79 21,22
M 2-48 b 062.4−00.2 6.4 15.6 7.4 10 B1-B2 7 109.1 9.48 23,24
BD+30 ◦ 3639a 064.7+05.0 2.2 3.5 3.2 35.5 Slit NS 90 5.5 1.17 25,26
ETHOS 1 b 068.1+11.1 8.7 9.7 9.7 55 NW 60 30.0 4.00 27
NGC 6881 a 074.5+02.1 3.6 2.2 1.4 14 PA=127 ◦ 9 13.8 2.11 28
NGC 6884 a 082.1+07.0 3.2 3.2 2.9 19 A-A’ 22 2.8 0.77 29

NEK-SWK 36 4.8 1.30
NGC 6826 a 083.5+12.7 1.4 13.3 10.5 6 FLIER 44.5 13.9 1.10 15,30,31

Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)

Planetary Nebulae and Their Properties Jets and Their Properties

Name PN G d a b vPN ID v r θs x References
(kpc) (arcsec) (km s −1 ) (km s −1 ) (arcsec)

Hu 1-2 d 086.5−08.8 5.1 4.8 2.1 32 NW-SE 60 27.6 4.06 32
NGC 6543 e 096.4+29.9 1.2 13.0 8.3 16 F-F’ 32 15.3 1.35 15,33,34

J-J’ 39 21.2 1.88
NGC 7662 a 106.5−17.6 1.4 14.9 13.2 25 Knot #2 30 17.2 1.25 35

Jet #22 70 19.4 1.41
NGC 7354 e 107.8+02.3 1.3 13.9 10.9 28 A1-A5 5 20.3 1.24 36
KjPn 8 c 112.5−00.1 . . . 3.2 2.9 16 A1-A2 220 120 0.91 37

C1-C2 0 420 3.19
K 4-47 c 149.0+04.4 10.4 4.4 1.0 . . . PA=41 ◦ 59 3.8 0.90 38
IC 2149 166.1+10.4 2.8 5.4 2.2 24 PA=67 ◦ 0 5.1 0.83 39
J 320 190.3−17.7 5.8 4.5 2.8 16.0 PA=348 ◦ 19.9 9.8 2.39 3

PA=338 ◦ 34.0 7.8 1.89
PA=306 ◦ 24.8 3.7 0.85

NGC 2392 e 197.8+17.3 1.4 20.1 20.1 120 PA=70 ◦ 180 22 0.98 40
NGC 1360 c 220.3−53.9 0.6 229.2 169.2 24 Slit c 76 318 1.27 15,41

Slit d 81 420 1.68
M 1-16 b 226.7+05.6 6.2 18.2 10.2 . . . Slit b 252.5 59 4.74 15,42
M 3-1 a 242.6−11.6 4.5 5.0 3.2 24.5 A-B 14.9 12.4 2.39 3
K 1-2 g 253.5+10.7 3.6 65.2 54.8 25 A3 20.5 16.7 0.56 43
Wray 17-1 b 258.0−15.7 2.3 46.8 37.8 28 A-B 23.5 32 0.97 43
Wray 17-1 b C-D 13 22.5 0.68
NGC 3242 a 261.0+32.0 1.0 12.0 7.9 25-30 FLIER 25 15.6 1.26 30,31
Hen 2-47 285.6−02.7 3.8 2.2 2.1 11.0 PA=0 ◦ 23.5 4.0 1.33 3

PA=64 ◦ 22.9 3.9 1.28
Fg 1b 290.5+07.9 1.5 32 26.3 36 A-A’ 75 110 2.75 44,45
NGC 3918 e 294.6+04.7 1.6 8.2 5.8 22.6 A-C 27 23.2 2.72 43

B 10 13.5 1.59
Hen 2-90 a 305.1+01.4 4.9 1.4 1.2 . . . Knot h 26 10 7.25 46
MyCn 18 a 307.5−04.9 2.8 1.8 1.2 24 Knots 2,18 460 49.9 8.32 47
NGC 5307 a 312.3+10.5 3.2 9.2 5.4 24.5 PA=0 ◦ 6.8 6.6 1.00 48

PA=32 ◦ 12.0 5.3 0.80
PA=60 ◦ 12.1 3.6 0.55
PA=134 ◦ 7.3 5.4 0.81
PA=166 ◦ 14.7 8.2 1.24

Hen 2-115 321.3+02.8 5.0 1.4 1.1 13.4 A-B 5.9 2.9 2.59 3
Hen 2-186 a 336.3−05.6 6.9 1.3 0.8 . . . A-B 135 4.5 4.59 38
NGC 6337 b 349.3−01.1 1.5 28.0 29.1 . . . A-B 50 45.8 1.57 38
M 1-26 358.9−00.7 2.1 1.7 1.5 <7 PA=82 ◦ 38.2 3.8 2.76 3

358.9−00.7 PA=145 ◦ 47.7 3.4 2.51

Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)

Planetary Nebulae and Their Properties Jets and Their Properties

Name PN G d a b vPN ID v r θs x References
(kpc) (arcsec) (km s −1 ) (km s −1 ) (arcsec)

a HST WFPC2-PC F658N [N ii] λ6584 Å image.

b No HST image available.

c Image adopted from the reference in the last column.

d NOT ALFOSC [N ii] λ6584 Å image.

e HST WFPC2-WFC F658N [N ii] λ6584 Å image.

f HST WFC3/UVIS images.

g HST WFPC2-WFC F502N [O iii] λ5007 Å image.

Note— (1) Guerrero et al. (2004), (2) Guerrero et al. (2008), (3) Rechy-Garc´ıa et al. (2019), (4) (Sowicka et al. 2017), (5) L´ opez, Steffen, & Meaburn
(1997), (6) Rechy-Garc´ıa et al. (2017), (7) Akras & L´ opez (2012), (8) Guerrero et al. 2019, in prep., (9) Guerrero et al. (1999), (10) Corradi et al.
(1997), (11) Miranda, Guerrero, & Torrelles (2001), (12) Clark et al. (2010), (13) Guerrero & Miranda (2012), (14) Akras & Gon¸ calves (2016),
(15) L ópez et al. (2012), (16) Miranda (1995), (17) Miranda et al. (2001), (18) Mitchell et al. (2007), (19) Guerrero, et al. (2000), (20)
Corradi et al. (2011), (21) Miranda et al. (2000b), (22) Blanco et al. (2014), (23) V´azquez et al. (2000), (24) L´ opez-Mart´ın et al. (2002), (25)
Bryce & Mellema (1999), (26) Bachiller et al. (2000), (27) Miszalski et al. (2011), (28) Guerrero & Manchado (1998), (29) Miranda et al.
(1999), (30) Balick et al. (1987), (31) Balick et al. (1998), (32) Miranda et al. (2012), (33) Miranda & Solf (1992), (34) Reed et al. (1999),
(35) Akras et al. (2017), (36) Contreras et al. (2010), (37) L´ opez et al. (2002), (38) Corradi et al. (2000), (39) V´azquez et al. (2002), (40)
Garc´ıa-D´ıaz et al. (2012), (41) Goldman et al. (2004), (42) Corradi & Schwarz (1993), (43) Corradi et al. (1999), (44) Lopez et al. (1993), (45)
Palmer et al. (1996), (46) Guerrero et al. (2001), (47) O’Connor et al. (2000), and (48) Rechy-Garc´ıa et al., in preparation.

In Figure 1 we present the distributions of the expan-
sion velocity (v PN ), linear nebular radius (r PN ) com-
puted as

rPN =
√

a2 + b2
√

2
× d, (1)

and kinematic age (τPN ) defined as

τPN = r PN /v PN (2)

of the PNe in Table 1. These distributions indicate
that PNe with jets have median values of 22±7 km s −1

for their expansion velocities and 0.076±0.038 pc for
their radii. The distribution of the kinematic ages im-
plies a median value of 3400±2500 yrs, which points
to relatively young PNe. It must be noted, however,
that kinematic ages are affected by many dynamical ef-
fects which make untrustable its use to estimate the PN
age (Villaver et al. 2002; Corradi et al. 2007). Rather,
we can use the nebular size of these PNe to estimate
their ages, as theoretical models of PN formation show
that the nebular size increases with age with varying
rates for different initial mass of its progenitor (e.g.,
Toalá & Arthur 2016). Accordingly, an age between
1000 and 3000 yrs can be estimated from the linear size
of 0.076 pc.

The relatively small nebular size of PNe with jets sug-
gests that these are found mostly in relatively young
PNe, and may reveal a bias that hampers the detection
of old, evolved outflows that will be discussed in §2.3.2.
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Figure 1. Distributions of the expansion velocity (top),
linear radius (middle), and kinematic age (bottom) of the
sample of PNe with jets. In each panel, the vertical solid
line marks the median value and the vertical dashed lines
the 1-σ standard deviation.
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2.2. Properties of the jets
2.2.1. Radial velocities

Columns 7 and 8 of Table 1 provide the identifica-
tion of the 85 jets with kinematic information of these
58 PNe and their absolute systemic radial velocities,
|vjet

r | ≡ v r , respectively. The identifications correspond
to the names or labels used in the corresponding orig-
inal references (column 11) or to their position angle
(PA) on the sky. The systemic radial velocities, i.e.,
the velocities along the line of sight relative to the sys-
temic velocity of the PN, have been mostly adopted
from the literature, as given in the reference listed in
column 11. These velocities are typically measured us-
ing the [N ii] λ6584 Å emission line rather than the Hα
or [O iii] λ5007 Å emission lines, because the smaller
thermal width of the [N ii] line allows a more accurate
determination of the velocity, and the intensity of the
[N ii] lines are enhanced in these low-excitation features
with respect to that of Hα and [O iii] (Balick et al. 1994;
Gon¸calves et al. 2001).In many cases (e.g,M 1-16 and
NGC 1360) we have complemented the available kine-
matic information with measurements we have carried
out on echelle spectra downloaded from the San Pedro
Martir (SPM) Kinematic Catalogue of Galactic Plane-
tary Nebulae (L ópez et al. 2012).

Many jets in PNe exhibit complex kinematic and mor-
phological structures consisting of several components.
In particular, a steady increase of velocity with distance
to the center of the PN is reported for a significant frac-
tion of them (e.g., Hb 4, Derlopa et al. 2019). In order
to use a consistent definition for their radial velocity, we
adopted vr to be the largest measured velocity of ev-
ery single jet in each PN. Different situations can be de-
scribed. In PNe with a single pair of compact knots con-
fined to one orientation (e.g., NGC 7009), we adopted
vr as the semi-difference between their radial velocities.
Similar criterium was applied to PNe with two or more
pairs of independent knots along different orientations
(e.g., KjPn 8 and NGC 6572) for each pair of jets. On
the other hand, some PNe exhibit jets with noticeable
changes in orientation and projected velocity. In those
cases,wherever the jet was detected as a continuous
ejection (e.g., PC 19) or as a set of discrete knots (e.g.,
Fg 1), we adopted for v r the maximum semi-difference
between the radial velocities of spatially opposite com-
ponents. Finally, there are cases where only one single
component at one side of the PN is detected or there
is no available kinematic information for its counterpart
(e.g., the feature B in NGC 3918). Here, we determined
vr as the difference between the radial velocity of the jet
and the PN systemic radial velocity.

2.2.2. Distances of the jets to the CSPNe

Table 1 also compiles the information on the angular
distance θs from the tip of the jet to the CSPN (col-
umn 9). These values have been measured mostly in
[N ii] images, either in available HST or archival im-
ages, or adopted from the original references (e.g., Fg 1,
Palmer et al. 1996).

There are two PNe in our sample, namely M 1-32 and
HuBi 1, that can be classified as “spectroscopic bipo-
lar nebulae” (Rechy-Garc´ıa et al. 2017, Guerrero et al.,
in prep.,), i.e., their jets have been discovered spectro-
scopically, but are not spatially resolved from the CSPN
(θs=0). There are also cases such as those of MyCn 18
(Bryce et al. 1997) and Hen 2-90 (Sahai & Nyman 2000;
Guerrero et al. 2001) for which the jet consists of sev-
eral knots aligned along the same direction. Following
the prescription given above, θs was assumed to be the
angular distance between the CSPN and the farthest
knot (the tip) of the jet.

It can be interesting to refer these angular distances θs
to the nebular radii, particularly because the detection
of a jet may be compromised when its projection falls
onto the nebular shell whose bright emission may out-
shine it and hinder its detection. The relative distance
to the CSPN of the jet with respect to the nebular radius
has been defined as

x = θ s/θ PN−jet , (3)

where θPN−jet is the radius of the nebular shell at 2%
level from the peak intensity along the direction of the
jet. These values are compiled in column 10 of Table 1.

2.3. Biases
Severalbiases may hinder the detection of a jet in a

PN and affect our sample selection. These are consid-
ered below.

2.3.1. Jets projected onto the PN

Jets in PNe at small inclination angles with the
line-of-sight would be projected onto the main neb-
ular shell, making difficult their detection as they
are embedded in bright nebular emission. Their en-
hanced brightness in emission lines of low-ionization
species and their high degree of collimation, however,
make them show up conspicuously on narrow-band
[N ii] images (Manchado et al. 1996), on Hα+[N ii]
to [O iii] ratio maps (Corradi et al. 1996b), or on high-
dispersion spectroscopic observations (Miranda & Solf
1992; Bryce & Mellema 1999), even if the surrounding
nebular emission is much brighter. Still, there can be
a lack of detections of jets projected onto the nebu-
lar shells of compact and presumably young PNe, as
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Figure 2. Distribution of the radial velocity of collimated outflows v r versus the relative distance to the CSPN with respect
to the nebular radius x as defined in Eq. 3 (left) and versus the distance of the collimated outflow to the CSPN projected onto
the plane of the sky r s (right ). The innermost regions of these plots are zoomed on the insets.

testified by the small number of “spectroscopic bipolar
nebulae” and young (. 1, 000 yrs) PNe with jets. Spec-
troscopic searches for high velocity outflows projected
close to CSPNe can improve this situation.

2.3.2. Jets far from the PN

As jets move away from the main nebulae, they are
expected to expand and interact with the circumstellar
medium. As they disperse, the detection of low-surface
brightness clumps will become difficult. The time scale
for jets to disappear will be discussed in §3.3,but it is
obvious that old jets will be found at large projected
distances from their parent PNe, particularly if they
have also large expansion velocities and move close to
the plane of the sky. As a result, old and fast outflows
might be missed in searches using images with small field
of view. Indeed, there is only a small fraction of jets
with angular distances to the CSPN greater than 100 ′′

(Fg 1, KjPn 8, M 2-48, and NGC 1360), projected dis-
tances to the CSPN greater than 0.5 pc (Ethos 1, Fg 1,
Hu 1-2, M 1-16, M 2-48, MyCn 18, NGC 1360, the Neck-
lace Nebula), or relative size with respect to their parent
nebulae along the direction of the outflow greater than
5 (Hen 2-90, M 2-48, MyCn 18, and the Necklace Neb-

ula). Searches for high velocity outflows using large-
scale narrow-band images can improve this situation.

3. RESULTS
The data on the radial velocity and distance to the

CSPN of the jets compiled in Table 1 have been plotted
in Figure 2. The left panel shows the absolute value of
their systemic radial velocities (v r ) versus their relative
distances to the CSPN with respect to the nebular radius
(x). This panel reveals that most jets are located in the
region x < 2.5 and v r < 100 km s −1 . This region is
zoomed in the inset in this plot to reveal a notorious
lack of data points for relative distances x < 0.5.

Meanwhile, the right panel of Figure 2 compares v r
with the linear distance to the CSPN of the jet projected
onto the plane of the sky (rs). The latter is derived from
the distance to the nebula and the angular distance of
the jet to the CSPN θ s as

r s ≃ θ s × d. (4)

This panel indicates that most jets have projected dis-
tances to the CSPN between 0.05 and 0.3 pc, as empha-
sized in the inset shown in this panel.
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Figure 3. Distributions of the absolute radial velocity |v r |
(top), distance to the CSPN projected onto the plane of the
sky r s (middle), and relative position with respect to the
nebular radius x (bottom) of the jets listed in Table 1.

In Figure 2, dots close to the horizontal axes somehow
correspond to jets that move close to the plane of the sky,
whereas dots at high vr might be associated with those
moving close to the line of sight. Of course, the above
statements are to be questioned, as the location of data
points in these plots depends on the space velocity, linear
distance to the CSPN (i.e., age), and inclination with
respect to the line of sight of the jets. The right panel
of Figure 2 actually shows that jets with radial velocities
≥ 100 km s −1 tend to have relatively small (.0.5 pc)
projected distances to the CSPN, but the one of M 1-16.
If we assume these small projected distances are due
to small inclination angles with the line of sight, this
suggests that jets have expansion velocities generally not
much higher than 200 km s−1 . To allow an investigation
of these from a statistical point of view, the occurrence
of vr , rs, and x of the jets compiled in Table 1 are plotted
in Figure 3. These will be discussed in the next sections.

3.1. Distribution of the Absolute Systemic Radial
Velocities of Jets

The distribution of vr in the top panel of Figure 3
shows the number of jets for each radial velocity bin.
The vr distribution declines to velocities ≃100 km s −1 ,
with most jets having radial velocities ≤ 100 km s −1 .
Faster outflows, vr ≥ 100 km s −1 , are less frequent

(≃12%) and appear spread over a wide range of veloci-
ties.

3.1.1. Implications for the Space Velocity Distribution

Let us define ϕ as the inclination angle with respect
to the line of sight of a jet and v jet

exp ≡ v its space (i.e.,
unprojected) velocity. Then, the radial velocity listed in
column 8 of Table 1 corresponds to

vr ≡ |v jet
r | = v jet

exp × | cos ϕ| ≡ v × | cos ϕ|. (5)

Let us define the distribution of the space velocities v
as Q(v) and that of the observed absolute radial veloc-
ities v r as P(vr ). It is possible to derive information on
Q(v) from P(v r ) on the assumption that the spatial ori-
entation of jets in PNe is isotropic 1. Let further assume
that the detection of a jet in a PN is not affected by
any observational bias, i. e., that the probability of de-
tecting it does not depend on its spatial orientation or
its projection onto the nebula or its angular distance to
the nebula (see §2.3). Then, it follows that the space
distribution of jets f (ϕ, ψ) with the inclination angle ϕ
from the line of sight and the azimuthal angle ψ fulfills
the relation:

Z +π

0

Z 2π

0
f (ϕ, ψ)dψ sin ϕdϕ = 1. (6)

Since the space distribution of jets does not depend on
the spatial direction, then it follows:

f (ϕ, ψ)
Z π

0

Z 2π

0
dψ sin ϕdϕ = 4π f (ϕ, ψ) (7)

for a constant value of the space distribution

f (ϕ, ψ) =
1

4π
. (8)

Let us suppose that all jets in PNe expanded with
identical velocity v 0 (top-left panel of Figure 4). The
distribution of radial velocities vr is obtained by con-
sidering the above space distribution for each v r inter-
val. The probability to detect it with radial velocity
v1 < v r < v 2 is obtained by integrating the isotropic
space distribution f (ϕ, ψ) for all the values of ϕ and
ψ such that the projected radial velocity, as defined by
Eq. 5, is included in the velocity bin from v 1 to v2. This
can be written as:

P (v1 : v2) =
Z ϕ2

ϕ 1

Z ψ2

ψ1

f (ϕ, ψ)dψ sin ϕdϕ (9)

1 Corradi, Aznar, & Mampaso (1998) presented convincing ar-
guments that the orientations of axisymmetric PNe in the Galaxy
is isotropic, but we must be cautious to extend this to jets in
PNe as their formation mechanism may differ from the general
processes involved in the formation of axisymmetric PNe.
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Figure 4. (left) Different distributions of space velocities Q(v) and (right) their corresponding distribution of radial velocities
P(v r ). The Q(v) distributions consist of a single space velocity at v=60 km s −1 in the top panels, a single top-flat (solid line)
and Gaussian (dashed line) component centered at v=90 km s−1 in the middle panels, and two top-flat (solid line) and Gaussian
(dashed line) components centered at v=90 km s −1 and v=220 km s −1 in the bottom panels. In the latter, the high-velocity
component has lower probability than the low-velocity component.

Figure 5. (left) Best-fit distribution of space velocities Q(v) consisting of a more-likely low-velocity and a less-likely high-
velocity component. The vertical lines mark the median and 1-σ standard deviation of the expansion velocity of their parent
PNe. The red histogram corresponds to the velocity distribution of jets in PNe whose space velocity has been determined using
different methods and assumptions (see Table 2).(right) Observed distribution of radial velocities of the jets P(v r ) in our sample
(dots) and best-fit synthetic distribution (black solid histogram). The errorbars on the observed distribution of v r are assumed
to be the square root of the number of jets per bin. Bin widths are selected to have similar number of jets per bin.

and resolved as:

P (v1 : v2) =
1

4π

Z ϕ 2

ϕ 1

Z ψ2

ψ1

dψ sin ϕdϕ. (10)

Since we can write

dvr = −v 0 sin ϕdϕ → sin ϕdϕ =
−dv r

v0
(11)
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and because vr does not depends on the azimuthal angle
ψ, the above integral results in

P (v1 : v2) =
1

4π

Z ϕ 2

ϕ 1

2π sin ϕdϕ =
1
2

Z v1

v2

−dv r

v0
(12)

which is reduced to

P (v1 : v2) =
1
2

v2 − v 1

v0
. (13)

Actually, since we are considering the absolute value of
vr , we should add both the P(v 1 : v2) and P(−v 2 : −v 1)
terms, then resulting

P (|v1| : |v2|) = P (v 1 : v2) + P (−v 2 : −v 1) =
v2 − v 1

v0
.

(14)
Equation 14 implies that it is equally probable to de-

tect a jet whose space velocity is v 0 (top left panel of
Fig. 4) with any value of the absolute radial velocity
vr < v 0 (top right panel of the same figure).

Certainly the Q(v) distribution of velocities can be ex-
pected to be different from the single velocity considered
above. In such a case, the probability P(v r ) to detect a
jet at a radial velocity v r will be the contribution of the
probabilities of all outflows with space velocities v > v r .
For instance, for the top-flat Q(v) distribution between
two velocities shown in the left-middle panel of Figure 4,
the observed distribution of v r would be that shown in
the right-middle panel of this figure. A very similar re-
sult is obtained if using a Gaussian distribution for the
space velocity rather than a top-flat distribution, as also
shown in the middle panels of Figure 4.

3.1.2. Best-fit Space Velocity Distribution

The shapes of the above distributions do not match
that of the observed P(vr ) distribution shown in the top
panel of Figure 3. Different initial distributions of space
velocity Q(v) have been tested to find that the sim-
plest one producing a distribution of radial velocities
P(vr ) similar to that observed consists of two (top-flat or
Gaussian) components, one more likely at low velocities
to fit the bulk of jets with v r ≤ 100 km s−1 and another
less frequent high-velocity component to reproduce the
high-velocity tail in P(v r ). Such Q(v) distributions and
the resulting P(v r ) distributions are illustrated in the
bottom-left panel of Figure 4.

Since the detailed shape (top-flat or Gaussian) of these
components in Q(v) results in very little differences in
the resulting P(v r ) distributions, a space velocity distri-
bution Q(v) represented by two Gaussian components
with mean spatial velocities V1 and V2, standard devi-
ations σ1 and σ2, and probability ratio α = P 2/P 1 has
been adopted in order to determine the parameters of

Table 2. Space Velocity of Selected PNe

Name v Reference

(km s −1 )

Abell 63 126 Mitchell et al. (2007)
Fg 1 85 Lopez et al. (1993)
Hb 4 220 L ópez, Steffen, & Meaburn (1997)
Hu 1-2 72 Miranda et al. (2001)
Hu 2-1 340 Miranda et al. (2012)
HuBi 1 180 Guerrero et al., in prep.
IC 4634 300 Guerrero et al. (2008)
IC 4846 145 Miranda, Guerrero, & Torrelles (2001)
K 1-2 35 Akras & Gon¸ calves (2016)
Necklace 105 Corradi et al. (2011)
NGC 6572 46,60 Akras & Gon¸ calves (2016)
NGC 6751 79 Clark et al. (2010)
NGC 6778 270,460 Guerrero & Miranda (2012)
NGC 6881 12 Guerrero & Manchado (1998)
NGC 6884 55 Miranda et al. (1999)
NGC 6891 80 Guerrero, et al. (2000)
NGC 7354 60 Contreras et al. (2010)
M 1-32 180 Rechy-Garc´ıa et al. (2017)
M 2-42 70 Akras & L´ opez (2012)
M 2-48 95 L ópez-Mart´ın et al. (2002)
M 3-15 100 Akras & L´ opez (2012)
Wray 17-1 70 Akras & Gon¸ calves (2016)

Q(v) that best fit the observed P(v r ) distribution. The
jets in Table 1 have been distributed among eight bins
with similar number of jets (≃12) but different velocity
range to allow a statistically unbiased fit. We note, how-
ever, that the number of outflows with velocities ≥100
km s−1 is too small (only 10 out of 85) to provide an
adequate constrain to the high velocity component of
Q(v). Instead, we have assumed this high velocity com-
ponent to have a mean velocity V 2 = 180 km s −1 and
a width σ 2 = 60 km s −1 . The parameters of the low
velocity component of Q(v) and the probability ratio
between the two components have been sampled and a
synthetic P(v r ) computed for each set of V1, σ1, and
α. The number of jets per velocity bin in this synthetic
distribution is then compared to those in the observed
distribution P(v r ) and the difference minimized using a
χ2 optimization algorithm. The best fit Q(v), with a
reduced χ2 ≃ 0.9, is shown in Figure 5-left, with the
resulting P(v r ) in Figure 5-right shown as a solid black
histogram. The space velocity of most jets (≃70%) can
be described by the low-velocity Gaussian in the right
panel of Figure 5 with mean velocity 66 km s −1 and
standard deviation 26 km s−1 (F W HM ≃ 60 km s −1 ).

We noted in §1 that the space velocity of the jets of
a number of PNe had been derived on the basis of their
shock-velocity or spatio-kinematic models under “rea-
sonable” assumptions for their inclination with the line
of sight. These space velocities have been compiled in
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Table 2 and their velocity distribution shown as a red
histogram on the left panel of Figure 5. There is a
noticeable correspondance between the distribution of
space velocities Q(v) derived in this section and the dis-
tribution as measured in individual PNe, with a preva-
lence ≃40% for the detection of faster jets in the latter,
most likely revealing that the spatio-kinematic model-
ing or the determination of shock-velocities is favored
for faster jets.

3.2. Distribution of the Projected Radial Distances to
the CSPN of Jets

The linear distance of a jet to its CSPN (r) is related
with its angular distance to the CSPN (θ) and the dis-
tance to the PN (d) as

r = tan θ × d ≃ θ × d. (15)

Actually, the parameters directly available to us are
their angular and linear distances to the CSPN projected
onto the plane of the sky, θs and r s, respectively

r s ≃ θ s × d = θ × d × sin ϕ ≃ r × sin ϕ, (16)

where ϕ is the inclination angle of the jet with the line
of sight as defined in §3.1.1.The distribution of r s in the
middle panel of Figure 3 shows the number of jets per
bin of distance to the CSPN projected onto the plane
of the sky. The distribution of r s peaks at 0.05–0.15 pc
and falls gradualy up to 0.4 pc, with only 12 few jets
(14%) at larger distances than 0.4 pc from the CSPN
and even fewer, only seven (8%), at distances smaller
than 0.05 pc.

3.2.1. Implications for the distribution of linear distances
to the CSPN

Let us define the distribution of the linear distances
(i.e., unprojected) of jets to their CSPNe r as Q(r) and
that of the observed distribution of distances projected
onto the plane of the sky r s as P(r s). It is possible
to derive information on Q(r) from P(r s) if we adopt
the same assumptions on the isotropic distribution of
jets and its unbiased detection. The distribution of sky
projected distances r s is then obtained by considering
the space distribution in Equation 8 for each rs interval.
The probability to detect it at a radial distance r 1 <
r s < r 2 is obtained by integrating the isotropic space
distribution f (ϕ, ψ) for all the values of ϕ and ψ such
that the projected distance r s as defined by Eq. 16 is
included in the radial distance bin from r 1 to r 2. This
can be written as:

P (r1 : r 2) =
Z ϕ2

ϕ 1

Z ψ2

ψ1

f (ϕ, ψ)dψ sin ϕdϕ (17)

and resolved as

P (r1 : r 2) =
1

4π

Z ϕ2

ϕ 1

Z ψ2

ψ1

dψ sin ϕdϕ. (18)

We can write

drs = r cos ϕdϕ → dϕ =
drs

r cos ϕ
(19)

and because rs does not depends on the azimuthal angle
ψ, the above integral results in

P (r1 : r2) =
1

4π

Z ϕ 2

ϕ 1

2π sin ϕdϕ =
1
2r

Z r 2

r 1

sin ϕ
drs

cos ϕ
.

(20)
Since

sin ϕ
cos ϕ

=
r s/rp

r 2 − r 2
s /r

=
r sp

r 2 − r 2
s

(21)

then the above integral can be solved as

P (r1 : r 2) =
1
2

1
r

Z r 2

r 1

r sp
r 2 − r 2

s
drs =

p
r 2 − r 2

1
r

−
p

r 2 − r 2
2

r
.

(22)
The behavior of this result is shown in Figure 6 for dif-

ferent distributions Q(r) of the unprojected radial dis-
tances r of the jets. If we adopted a single r 0 value
for all of them (left-top panel of Figure 6), then the ex-
pected P(r s) distribution (right-top panel of Figure 6)
reveals that it is more likely to detect jets at projected
distances close to their actual distances rs ≃ r 0. Like
in Section 3.1.1 and Figure 4, we have assumed similar
single and double top-flat and Gaussian distributions of
Q(r), as shown in the middle and bottom left panels of
Figure 6. The resulting P(r s) distributions are plotted
in the corresponding right panels of Figure 6.

3.2.2. Best Fit Model

Like the observed vr distribution, the observed r s dis-
tribution P(r s) suggests that the distribution of actual
distances Q(r) of jets in PNe needs to be modeled using
one component for small (≤0.3 pc) values of rs and a sec-
ond one for large values of rs. Since there are very little
differences between top-flat and Gaussian shaped distri-
butions, we will assume that Q(r) consists of two Gaus-
sian components with mean values R1 and R2, standard
deviations σ1 and σ2, and probability ratio α = P 2/P 1.

The jets in Table 1 have been distributed among eight
bins with similar number of outflows but different widths
to allow a statistically unbiased fit. The best-fit param-
eters have also been obtained using a χ 2 optimization
algorithm comparing the synthetic P(r s) for a space of
reasonable parameters and the observed distribution of
distances to the CSPN projected onto the plane of the
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Figure 6. (left) Different distributions of actual linear distances Q(r) and (right) their corresponding distribution of projected
distances onto the plane of the sky P(r s). The Q(r) distribution consists of a single value of 0.3 pc for r in the top panel, a
single top-flat (solid line) and Gaussian (dashed line) component centered at r=0.3 pc in the middle panel, and two top-flat
(solid line) and Gaussian (dashed line) components centered at r=0.3 pc and r=0.65 pc in the bottom panels. In the latter, the
larger distance component has lower probability than the smaller distance component.

Figure 7. (left) Best-fit distribution of distances of jets to their CSPNe Q(r) consisting of a more-likely closer and a less-likely
farther component. The vertical lines mark the median and 1-σ standard deviation of the linear size of their parent PNe. (right)
Observed distribution of distances projected onto the plane of the sky of the jets P(rs) in our sample (dots) and best-fit synthetic
distribution (black solid histogram). The errorbars on the observed distribution of r s are assumed to be the square root of the
number of jets per bin. Bin widths are selected to have similar number of jets per bin.

sky shown in the middle panel of Figure 3. The best-fit
has a reduced χ 2 ≃ 0.9 and the results are shown in
Figure 7. The best-fit for P(r s) is achieved with a Q(r)
distribution consisting of a Gaussian component with

mean radius 0.135 pc and standard deviation 0.055 pc,
and another one with mean radius 0.4 pc and standard
deviation 0.4 pc. Most jets (≃70%) can be adscribed to
the first component.
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Figure 8. Monte Carlo simulated distributions of P(r s) for a range of values of the time span (t max ) and minimum age
(t min ) of a population of collimated outflows (black histogram) compared to the observed P(r s) distribution (red histogram).
The best matches between the synthetic and observed P(r s) distributions are found for 1,500 yrs ≤ t max ≤ 3,000 yrs, and
500 yrs ≤ t min ≤ 1,500 yrs.

3.3. Age, Time Span, and Formation Time of Jets
The velocity and spatial distributions of jets derived

in §3.1.2 and §3.2.2 are not independent.These correla-
tions depend on the distributions of the age and time
span of the jets (i.e., their duration before they dis-
perse), and on dynamical effects modifying their kine-
matics. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the time
span (tmax ) and minimum age (t min ) of the jets in our
sample by comparing the observed spatial distributions
of outflows P(r s) and that derived from their distribu-
tion of space velocities Q(v). The latter has been built
using Monte Carlo simulations of a sample of jets whose
space velocities are described by the Q(v) distribution
derived in §3.1.2. In these simulations, jets have been
shot along random directions every year for a total num-
ber of 5×105 outflows to assure that the system achieves
a stationary regime, i.e., even the lowest speed outflows
could fully evolve until they dissolve after a time span
tmax .

Different synthetic P(r s) distributions resulting from
simulations exploring a range of values of tmax and tmin
are presented in Figure 8, together with the observed

P(r s) distribution. An inspection of this figure allows
us to constrain the values of tmax and t min . The min-
imum age t min corresponds to the time lapse between
the ejection of the jet and the present time and thus, as
it increases, the distribution shifts towards larger values
of r s. Synthetic P(r s) distributions for minimum ages
tmin . 500 yrs or t min & 1, 500 yrs cannot reproduce
the observed distribution of r s. On the other hand, the
time span tmax determines the maximum distance trav-
eled by a jet before it disperses and thus, as it increases,
the synthetic distribution broadens and reaches further
away from the CSPN. Synthetic P(r s) distributions for
time spans in excess of 3,000 yrs (shorter than 2,000 yrs)
are broader (narrower) or peak at larger (smaller) linear
distances to the CSPN than the observed distribution.
The minimum age of 1,000±500 yrs and time span of
2,500±500 yrs derived above mark the lower and upper
limits, respectively, for the distribution of ages of jets in
this sample of PNe.

Unlike studies of jets in individual PNe, where the in-
clination angles are unknown, the distribution of kine-
matic ages of the jets in our sample can be derived from
their distributions of space velocities Q(v) and actual
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distances to the CSPNe Q(r). A fraction ≃70% of the
outflows have “low-speed” with a mean space velocity
of 66 km s −1 and another fraction ≃70% are “small”
with mean distance to the CSPN of 0.135 pc. There-
fore, at least 50% of the outflows in our sample (i.e.,
0.70×0.70) have “low-speed” and are “small”, and their
average age is ∼2,000 yrs, with a 1-σ width of ±1,700
yrs according to the 1-σ widths of Q(v) and Q(r). In-
terestingly, a very similar age ∼2,200 yrs is derived for
“high-speed” and “large” outflows adopting an average
distance to the CSPN of 0.4 pc and a mean expansion
velocity of 180 km s−1 . These mean values for the ages
of the jets in this sample of PNe are fully consistent with
their minimum ages and time spans.

Furthermore, the average age of the jets in this sam-
ple and their minimum age and time span are consistent
with the age of their parent PNe, which was estimated in
§2.1 to be 1,000–3,000 yrs.We need to keep in mind that
this sample, as described in Section 2, does not include
proto-PNe, and then very young outflows are not consid-
ered. Including additional jets located near the CSPN
in our sample would presumably add also younger PNe,
thus reducing both the minimum age tmin of the jets and
the mean age of their parent PNe.At any rate, this sug-
gests that a noticeable fraction of jets and their parent
PNe are mostly coeval, i.e., they formed at about the
same time. This is a similar result to that reported by
Huggins (2007), who investigated the age of jets and tori
in a small sample of proto-PNe and found that their oc-
currence is almost simultaneous, but it conflicts results
implying that jets are launched a few thousand years
before or after the common-envelope interaction that
formed the PN itself (Tocknell et al. 2014). Those re-
sults, however, are based on a small sample of only four
post-common-envelope PNe that, in spite of the addition
of a few more recent determinations (Jones, & Boffin
2017; Derlopa et al. 2019), are affected by the adoption
of kinematic ages as nebular ages (see the discussion on
this issue in §2.1).

The coeval formation of the jets and their PNe helps
us interpret the observed distribution of the relative dis-
tance x with respect to the nebular radius along the di-
rection of the jets (bottom panel of Fig. 3). Since jets
and PNe were formed at the same time and jets have
typical expansion velocities ≃3 times faster than those
of their parent PNe, it is unlikely to detect a jet close to
the CSPN. Indeed, it is conspicuous the small number of
jets detected in the close proximity of CSPNe; only the
two outflows detected spectroscopically in HuBi 1 and
M 1-32 are found below half the nebular radius x < 0.5.
On the contrary, jets can be expected to be found mostly
at a value of x close to three nebular radii, but most have

relative distances in the range 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 3, with a no-
table peak in the bins in the range 0.75 ≤ x ≤ 1.5, and
only a small fraction, h 20%, are at relative distances
at least three times larger than the nebular radius. The
large fraction of jets with values of x ≃ 1 suggests that
the jet was not only ejected by the same time the PN
formed, but that jet and PN expanded together as an
ensemble.

4. TWO POPULATIONS OF JETS
The analyses of the distributions of the observed ra-

dial velocity and projected distances to the CSPN of
the PN jets have both yielded bimodal distributions
for the space velocity and unprojected distance to the
CSPN. The radial distribution of the jets can be inferred
from their velocity distribution for reasonable values of
their time span and age. Accordingly, jets in PNe can
be adscribed to two different populations: most (70%)
are “low-speed” (mostly at “small” distances from the
CSPN) with mean space velocities ∼66±26 km s−1 , and
a smaller fraction (30%) are “high-speed” (mostly at
“large” distances from the CSPN) with space velocities
>100 km s−1 .

Gon¸calves et al. (2001) concluded that the low-
ionization structures of PNe, of which jets are a promi-
nent group, exhibit a wide range of properties. The
bimodal distribution of space velocities of jets in PNe
derived in §3.1.2 reinforces their suggestion on a dif-
ferent nature among low- and high-velocity outflows.
Their distinct kinematic properties most likely imply
different launching mechanisms resulting in different
prescriptions for their space velocities and/or the way
they interact with the nebular envelope. There is a
wealth of literature discussing the formation and launch
of jets in PNe, but they can be basically split into two
major scenarios.

In a first scenario, jets may result from hydro-
dynamical effects that focus initially isotropic fast winds
through oblique shocks associated with a non-spherical
low-velocity AGB wind (Balick 1987; Balick et al. 1987;
Frank, Balick, & Livio 1996). In all these models, out-
flows arise at noticeable distances from the CSPN. Typ-
ical examples of this collimation process are the FLIERs
detected in NGC 6826 and NGC 7009, where the out-
flows are found at the tips of an elliptical inner shell
and connected to these by some filamentary emission
(Balick et al. 1987). Very recently, Balick et al. (2019b)
have explored the additional effects of a toroidal mag-
netic field on tapered (non isotropic) fast stellar winds
and concluded that jets and bullet-like features may
form with a range of expansion velocities, depending on
the initial injection speed of the fast stellar wind in their
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models. Somehow related is the collimation of outflows
through the interaction of a fast wind with a wrapped
disk (Rijkhorst et al. 2005) that result in low velocity
jets, with typical velocities of a few tenths of km s −1 .

More usually, jets in PNe are accepted to be the re-
sult of ballistic ejections, when two compact blobs (“bul-
lets”) are symmetrically ejected at high speed from the
CSPN (Soker 1990). Magnetic fields have been pro-
posed to be at the origin of this “bipolar” ejection
(Garc´ıa-Segura et al.1999; Steffen et al. 2009), but it
is unlikely their effects become noticeable in single stars
(Garc´ıa-Segura et al. 2014).Accordingly, the focus has
rather turned into the interaction of the precursor AGB
star with a stellar or sub-stellar companion (Livio 1982;
Soker & Livio 1994; Soker 1996; Harpaz & Soker 1994),
with the possible contribution of magnetic fields emanat-
ing from the accretion disk (Frank, & Blackman 2004;
Dennis et al. 2009). Observational evidence for the ex-
istence of circumbinary disks and accretion disks around
dwarf companions (Bujarrabal et al. 2013; Bollen et al.
2017; Ertel et al. 2019) has lent strong support to the
formation of jets in binary systems. The outflow would
form close to the CSPN, in line with the results of
Huggins (2007), who found collimated outflows as close
as 9×1015 cm (0.003 pc) in a small sample of proto-PNe.
The expansion velocity and mass of these bullets will
depend on the orbital parameters, accretion rate, and
properties of the secondary star. It must be noted that
the escape velocity for a 1 M ⊙ main-sequence of dwarf
companion is much higher (e.g. Bollen et al. 2019) than
the typical jet space velocity derived in this work.

The theoretical models for jet formation presented
above have their difficulties to predict the low-velocity
jets mostly detected in PNe, unless “ad hoc” low veloc-
ities are assumed for the stellar wind or the responsible
for the jet collimation is an accretion disk around a sub-
stellar companion. Alternatively, the interaction of a jet
with the previous slow AGB wind can certainly mod-
ify its initial velocity, slowing it down. Indeed, among
the “low-speed” component in the Q(v) distribution de-
rived in §3.1.2, there is a non-negligible fraction of jets
with expansion velocities similar or smaller than the
median expansion velocities of their parent PNe (Fig-
ure 5-left ). These can be identified with the low veloc-
ity low-ionization features described by Perinotto et al.
(2004) as SLOWERs or by Gon¸calves et al. (2001) as
jetlike, although it must be noted that those definitions
are based on observed radial velocities and thus, unlike
the leftmost tail of the Q(v) distribution shown in the
left panel of Figure 5, they are subject to notable correc-
tions by their unknown inclination with the line of sight.
The interaction between a jet and the nebular envelope

is explored below. Two broad cases can be envisaged
depending on whether the outflows can be considered
heavy or light (Balick et al. 2019a).

“Heavy” outflows are those with a linear momentum
density much larger than the AGB wind, and thus they
can be expected to experience very little braking in their
interaction with the nebular envelope. Heavy jets may
then result in a “high-speed” population of jets with ex-
pansion velocity in excess of a few hundreds km s −1 .
Only a handful PNe present jets with radial velocities
>100 km s−1 , namely Hb 4, Hen 2-186, HuBi 1, KjPn 8,
M 1-16, M 1-32, MyCn 18, NGC 2392, NGC 6778, al-
though there might be certainly additional “high-speed”
jets that are not directly identified because projection
effects decrease their radial velocities. These are pres-
sumably the progeny of young-PNe and proto-PNe with
the fastest jets, such as CRL 618 (Lee et al. 2013) and
Hen 3-1475 (Borkowski & Harrington 2001; Riera et al.
2003), or water-fountains such as IRAS 18113−2503
(Orosz et al. 2019). Interestingly, some of the PNe with
the fastest jets are known to harbor binary systems (e.g.,
MyCn 18 and NGC 2392, Miszalski et al. 2018, 2019)
or have gone through a common-envelope phase (e.g.,
NGC 6778, Miszalski et al. 2011).

“Light” outflows are those whose density is much
lower than that of the slow AGB wind, according to the
definition introduced by Akashi & Soker (2008). Dy-
namical effects will certainly distort the space and ve-
locity distributions of “light” jets produced at the end of
the AGB and onset of the proto-PN phases as they in-
teract with the slow AGB wind (Sahai & Trauger 1998).
This interaction will slow down their expansion veloci-
ties, resulting in a “low-speed” population of jets. In
the most extreme cases of light and wide opening an-
gle outflows, they can get trapped within the nebular
envelopes as regions of enhanced density that expand
with the PN ( Balick et al. 2019a). The subsequent in-
teraction of this imprint on the AGB wind with the
fast post-AGB wind and strong D-type ionization fronts
would shape the PN and may even speed up these fea-
tures as they are entrained with the nebular envelope
(Sahai & Trauger 1998; Soker 2002;Lee & Sahai 2003;
Huarte-Espinosa et al. 2012). These would correspond
with the significant fraction of outflows that expand at
similar expansion velocities than their parent PNe and
whose projected positions onto the main nebular shell
suggest they are embedded within it.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an analysis of the kinematic and

spatial properties of a sample of 85 jets detected in 58
PNe. By considering the probability to detect outflows
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with different radial velocities and at different radial dis-
tances projected onto the plane of the sky, the distribu-
tions of their inclination angle independent space veloc-
ity and actual distance to the CSPN have been derived.
These happen to be bimodal in both cases. The main
component (70%) of the distribution of the space veloc-
ity can be described by a Gaussian function with mean
velocity of 66 km s−1 and 1-σ dispersion of 26 km s−1 (or
F W HM ≃ 60 km s −1 ), whereas the secondary (30%)
component has mean velocity of 180 km s −1 and 1-σ
dispersion of 60 km s −1 (or F W HM ≃ 140 km s −1 ).
Similarly, the main component (70%) of the distribu-
tion of the actual (unprojected) distance to the CSPN
can be described by a Gaussian function with mean
distance 0.135 pc and 1-σ dispersion of 0.055 pc (or
F W HM ≃ 0.13 pc), whereas the secondary (30%) com-
ponent has mean distance of 0.4 pc and 1-σ dispersion
of 0.4 pc (or F W HM ≃ 1.0 pc).

The comparison of the observed spatial distribution
of jets and that derived from their velocity distribution
implies that jets are mostly coeval with the formation of
their parent PNe and that they disperse in time-scales
shorter than ≃2,500 yrs. Since jets are coeval to their
parent PNe and they last for no more than 2,500 yrs,
PNe that harbor jets are young, with ages .3,000 yrs.

The low space velocity of jets among a significant frac-
tion of PNe poses notable difficulties for models of jet
formation, particularly for those where jets are formed
in an accretion disk around a stellar companion. This
needs to be linked with the significant number of jets
that are found close to the edge of the nebular en-
velopes, traveling away at velocities similar to the expan-
sion velocities of their parent PNe. These facts support
the prevalence among detected jets of “light” outflows
that get trapped when interacting with the nebular en-

velopes,depositing their momentum and energy to ac-
tively shape their parent PNe. A possible bias against
fast jets at large distances from their PNe cannot be
ignored.
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